Gibraltar, 26th January 2021

Dear Quantocoin Enthusiasts, dear Contributors, dear Friends,
After over 4 years of hard work, we finally reached the stage that our Mobile Only Digital Financial Services
App and Blockchain Bank of the Future is about to be launched. Hence, it is eventually a good time and in
everybody's interest that our Quantocoin Tokens (QTCt) will be placed on various Cryptocurrency Exchanges
for general trading.
In preparation for that and part of our general marketing campaign in increase awareness and liquidity we
shall start with various Initial Exchange Offerings throughout the next months.
The Initial Exchange Offering is the moment in which all the people who are willing to participate in the
development of the Quantocoin Blockchain Bank of the Future can do so by purchasing Tokens. Some of
you had the possibility to participate to our ICO and DTO, the Initial Coin Offering and the Distribution Token
Offering, back in 2018-19 and many asked us when the possibility to contribute again would come.

Today our platform is ready to roll out, we have set our payment system with our sister company
QUANTOPAY. Quantopay will issue its own Visa cards that will start in Q2 this year. Other services linked to
our unique Blockchain Bank of the Future will also start, such as receiving money, FIAT and Cryptos, making
payments, super rapid money transfers around the globe, insurance schemes, Cryptocurrency trade with
traditional FIAT currencies and many other linked services such as microfinance, lending, insurance, reward
and loyalty programs. All those services a traditional bank was offering, but now we at Quantocoin have
adopted the new technology using Blockchain and open ledgers to bring transparency, clarity, low costs and
velocity to all transactions and even more services throughout the next years.

Our Bank is in the Palm of Your Hand, accessible to all around the planet, to those who do not have access
to a bank, a branch or a simple bank account, billions of people that today in 2021 are still unbanked. Those
same who must keep liquid cash in their homes without security, those who cannot send money to others.

At Quantocoin our founder Mills, invented the simplicity of bringing the Bank to you rather then you having
to go to the bank. Almost biblical, but so simple. Now the interesting part is that many of the traditionally
serviced /banked people, those who have traditional bank accounts are more and more reluctant to use their
own bank because of the costs, the administration, the compliance issues and the lengthy transactional time
for any sort of service request. At Quantocoin we will go through all traditional AML and compliance
procedures but in faster and more straight forward manners using the Blockchain fast, secure and nonexpensive technology.
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Accessible to all, Secure, Fast and extremely low costs. This is what we give.

When we started, we thought it would not be easy, but we did not consider the amount of work we would
have to go through in matters of Cybersecurity, Legal issues, Governance and Technological constraints. But
we made it and overpassed all these constraints, one by one with fantastic people who joined our teams in
research and development, marketing and administration. Now that we had this done, we did not consider
one last point: the power of traditional banks and governments who in the past two years have battled
against all sort of newcomers using new technologies such as the DLT (distributed ledger technology- "Open
ledger"). All those who went against freedom, freedom of not being obliged to rely on ancestral
governmental monetary systems. Those political groups who tried in all ways to stop the growth of the
cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin or alternative coins. All those trying to stop Fintechs in using blockchain technology
as they understood that this would disrupt the system.
The end of an Era has arrived. The Technological Disruption Era is now, ready to adopt the Quantum
computing that will bring massive changes in our habits. We are using these tools that are now accessible
to service all those who until now could be served. Yes, we are disrupting the traditional financial, banking
and monetary system. Not accepting to be squeezed and to be used as we have been for the past century.
Today the battle is partially won, bankers are now investing in this technology, governments saw their lack
of consistency in trying to keep it from spreading and are now adopting these technologies. This is
happening in the very last couple of months and it will continue.
We were amongst the first to adopt and offer the blockchain technology. We were the ones who tried to
adopt the "Smart Contracts" in sports to avoid hidden commissions and to bring transparency. We were the
first ones in the world to offer partial wages in cryptocurrencies, yes, we were the first ones to acquire teams
in crypto as well. Now our time has come, nobody was able to stop progress, nobody was able to seclude
blockchain and they failed with their attempts to place our whole new industry in a shady corner. It’s time
to offer the traditional banking services and beyond to everybody.
Our Motto is to bring the bank to those who cannot have access. To give everyone access to financial system
and services. A bank for everyone and everywhere.

Join our ongoing Initial Exchange Offering to be part of the future, your future.

Pablo Dana
Co-founder / Early investor / Advisor
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